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1. Introduction
-\i critical points describing second order phase transitions, long-distance phenomena in 
statistical mechanics arc not governed by any intrinsic length scales, lor instance, the two- 
point correlations at points separated by distances much larger than the microscopic Icngtiis 
typically fall off as a power of the separation, and not as an exponential (as they would 
away from criticality). Statistical mechanics models in cl spatial dimensions arc generally 
related to quantum field theories in tlic same number ol space-time dimensions (1 ]. In the 
language of field theory, we say that a critical theory is invariant under scale 
transformations. In fact, it turns out that the theory is invariant under the full conformal 
group (This group keeps angles between two infinitesimal vectors at each point in space 
invariant). This larger invariance is specially powerful in two dimcnsicins where the 
conformal group is infinite dimensional [2J. If we think of the two dimensions as forming a 
complex plane, then the most general conformal transformation is given \yy z —> f  (2 ) and 
2 /  (2 ), where /  is any analytic function of 2 (a function which can be expressed as a
Laurent scries in 2 ). The symmetry group of a conformally invariant Held theory (CFl ) is 
(lescrit)cd by a Virasaro algebra which is characterised by a real number c called the central 
charge. Soon after the introduction of CFT, statistical mechanics models were indentified 
which can realise such theories at criticality [3-9]. A very large number of exactly solvable 
models are now known to provide examples of CFT [10-16].
A class of CFT can be expressed as affine Kac-Moody algebras (which are
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extensions of the Virasaro algebra) based on classical Lie groups [17], For exmple, SU(2)t
denotes a level K affine algebra based on SU(2) where is a positive integer. This has c =
?>K^  . As critical statistical mechanics models, these are realised by quantum spin chains
with certain isotropic polynomial interactions between nearest neighbour spins, with K = 
2S for the spin-5 model [14-16J. Similarly, the affine algebra SU(3)jt has c = 3 (The
K d
central charge of G* is • where da is the number of generators of the Lie algebra
G and Q  (G) is the value of the quadratic Casimir in its adjoint representation). Other 
CFT can be obtained from the above models by coset consU’uctions [18J. Thus, the minimal 
unitary series of CFT with
6r = 1 - (K + 2)(K+  3) 0 )
can be written as SU (2)tX5G (2)i (The value of c is simply obtained by adding up the5 G (2 )* , i
values for the algebras in the numerator and in the denominator and subtracting the latter 
from the former). The series in (1) is realised by the models in Refs. [8J and f9] where 
there is an integer variable which siis on each site of a square lattice and takes vaules from 
1 to + 2. Integers on neighbouring sites must differ by one. The states on the lattice links
can therefore take K + 1 different values. The.se states will be identified with .spins in our 
.W (3)*x5G (3),
----------------  , tlie central charge isnioilels. For the cosets
c = 2 I 1
5 f /(3 )* .i
12
Ik + 3) {K + 4 ) ] (2)
These can occur in siatistical models where two integer variables sit on each lattice site [JO- 
1^]. The stales then correspond to the points in the weight diagrams of various 
representations of SU(3) 119].
In spile of the successes of the exactly solvable statistical models in providing 
concrete examples of CFT, it is instructive to study tlie subject from other points of view. 
Zamolodchikov’s Landau-Ginzburg (LGZ) Jicory is one example of an alternative approach 
|20]. It describes the mimmal series in ( 1) in terms of the {K + l)-fold multicritical point 
of an effective Lagrangian with a single scalar field
£ = 2 (^^ <^ ) + 5  0'
2(K + 1)
(3)
Here 0 is a function of two coordinates t and jc. This theory has a multicritical point where 
K + 1 phases have merged and become indistinguishable from each other (Below the critical 
temperature, the potential V (0) has /T + 1 distinct minima with the same energy. These 
correspond to that many equilibrium phases with the same free energy. On approaching the 
critical temperature, the locations of all tlie minima move to 0 = 0); In tlie limit /l -> oo, the 
multicritical theory describes a free massless boson since the potential vanishes in the
neighbourhood of 0 = 0. Such a boson constitutes a CFT with c = I which is also the 
infinite K limit of (1).
The facts that the series in (1 ) is given by cosets of the group SU (2) which has 
tank one, and that the LGZ description of it in (3) contains one scalar field arc related.. 
Further, the LGZ potential V {(j>) = g at tlic critical point has the Weyl symmetry of
SU (2) [19J. Denote the three generators of SU (2) by (S„S , S,) where S, forms the 
Carian subalgebra and S± are the ladder operators. The Weyl group has two elements. The 
non-trivial element reflects (S^ , S_, S,) to(5 , We identify the expectation values
of in the various phases with the locations of the minima of V (tfi) below the critical 
temperature. Under the Weyl reflection tp -  <t>,V {<p) and (ci, <l>f in (3) arc both 
invariant. In Section 2, the kinetic term (d, (jif will be identified with S, = S+ + S . The 
sum of the ladder operators is certainly Weyl symmetric.
For the SU (3) coset models in (2), the LGZ description uses two .scalar fields 
and (p2. SU (3) has two generators Si and S2 in its Cartan siibalgcbra, and three pairs of 
ladder operators £ 3 + and their hermitian conjugates £„ , where « = 1, 2 and 3. The 
expectation values of 5) and S2 in the various pha.ses of a statistical model are denoted by 
and 02 rc.spectivcly. The LGZ Lagrangian is
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I k
(4)
The Weyl group now has six elcmcnis. The group is gencraicd by y  rotations in the (0i,
(pi) plane, and a refleciion to (- 0 i, By Weyl symmetry, the potential can only be a 
lunction of cx^  ~ + 02  ^ ^^ nd P0 ~ <f>i -  term Weyl




which is also Weyl symmetric [21]. The first member {K = 1) of tlie SU (3) scries has c = 
4/5 and corresponds to the three-state Potts model. The LGZ Lagrangian for it has written 
long ago and it has the requircxl Weyl symmetry [221.
In this work, we will express the two series in (1) and (2) in terms of quantum spin 
chain models. SU (2) is studied in detail in Section 2, while Section 3 discusses SU(3) 
very briefly. The spin chain models arise in the quantum Hamiltonian limit of the row-to- 
row transfer matrix T of appropriate two-dimensional suitistical models [1, 23). In this 
highly anisotropic limit, the couplings between the spins in one row and the next are taken 
to infinity while the couplings between spins in the same row arc simultaneously taken to 
zero in proportion to a small parameter r. As r 0, the transfer matrix takes the form T = 
exp {t Uq) where H q is the Hamiltonian of a quantum chain. The ground state (or states) of 
this model corresponds to the equilibrium phase (or phases) of the statistical model. 
Finally, in the limit that the spacing between neighbouring spins ol the chain go to zero, 
Uq becomes the Hamiltonian of a (1 + l)-dimcnsional quantum Held theory.
The one-dimensional quantum systems we will study are not exactly solvable, bm 
they have the virtue of being amenable to well-known methods of perturbative and 
numerical analysis (We will exhibit the results of second order perturbation theory below) 
We have tlie additional motivations that CFT have not so far been extensively studied from 
this point of view, and that the connection to the LGZ description is more transparent for 
the quantum chains than for the exactly solvable statistical models. (The elcgaru 
mathematics used to solve the latter models sometimes tends to obscure the relatively 
simple physics). Wc will idcntily the diflcrcni spin chain models with the appropriate CF] 
using symmetry and universality arguments. However, we will not attempt to calculate the 
central charges or the scaling dimensions of the various operators present in our models.
A key role in our analysis is played by the Holstein-Primakoff (HP) transformation 
from the generators of SU(N) to bosonic creation and annihilation operators. This is well- 
known and widely used for SU(2) ‘-’pins [24-26], and it can be generalised to the symmetric 
representations of SU(3) |21]. HP is very useful for studying the infinite K (free boson) 
limit of the SU(N) cosets in cqs. (1) and (2).
2. SU(2) quantum spin chains
At a second order critical point, the quantum models have a vanishing energy gap. The 
spectra of low energy excitations (with wavelengths much larger than the lattice spacing) 
consists of one or more relativistic massless dispersion relations 0>{k) = vk, where v is the 
“velocity of light” and k is the momentum. In this way, a CFT is recovered. Consider, lor 
example, the quantum model which is related to the two-dimensional Ising model with 
nearest ncighlx)ur I'erromagnciic interactions. The hamiltonian for a chain with N sites is




A spin-1/2 object sits at each site. The operators S^ a are given by the three Paul i matrices 
(T,J2. The transverse magnetic field y plays the role of temperature in the corresponding 
statistical model. For small fields 6< y<  y (where y = 1/2), the ground state is doubly 
degenerate in the thermodynamic limit A/ -> <». Both states are ordered and have non-zero
expectation values <Sj > = ^  S  >• The values in the two states have opposite signs
i
by Wcyl symmetry. For y> y , there is an unique disordered ground state with <5, > = 0. In 
both these regimes, the low energy spectrum has a gap and correlation functions decay 
exponentially at large distances. As a relativistic field theory, one has a free massive 
Majorana fermion [27, 28], Exactly at the critical point y , the energy gap vanishes and the 
long distance correlations decay algebraically. We then get a massless Majorana fermion 
which constitutes a CFT with c = 1/2. This is the first member {K = 1) of the SU(2) coset 
series in (1).
We will generalise (6) to higher spins and argue that these models have a 
niullicrilical point realising a CFT with c given in (1). The integer K is related to the spin 
by K — 2S. Our models are perhaps the simplest possible ones which arc Wcyl symmetric 
and have a critical point where /k + 1 phases simultaneously become indistinguishable. In 
addition to the terms in (6), the models contain an on-site interaction given by a finite 
polynomial in 5.* . The degree of the polynomial is [5], the largest integer le.ss than or 
equal to S. The Hamiltonian is
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1 , Z:) '+  A :
> I
\ J (7)
Consider the phase diagram o f (7) in the [ S ]  + I dimensional paramclcr space (7 , 
y j . At the origin (0, (t), the ground state is { K  + l)-fold degenerate. In each state, the 
spins at all sites have the same value o f = m  where m = - .S’, - 4- 1 , . . . ,  S  distinguishes
between the various phases (We will use the nouuion < 5 ^  >  = m  (7 ) and m  = m  (0 ) below). 
As 7 is increased from zero, the coefficients a 2n niust be simulianconsly tuned in order to 
maintain the same degree of degeneracy for the ground state, fnirilici, in any stale w, ihe 
s()ms will start fluctuating to values of different from m  and < S ,  > will begin to 
ii[)proach zero. When 7  reaches a critical value 7 , and the a 2n ^  correspondingly go to 6/2 *^, 
ihc K  -f 1 states become indistinguishable and one has an unique disordered ground suite 
with <5  ^ > = 0. The number |51 of the precisely enough so as to be able to tunc K
t 1 states to the same energy. We therefore have a line A parametrised by 7  which runs 
Irom the origin (0,0) to the multicniical poini P  =  { y   ^ l l ^ n  )■
At the point P, one expects a C Ff with c given by (1). This is because our models 
have the same (Weyl) symmetry as the ones solved exactly in Refs. |8 ] and [9J, and have 
the same degree of mullicriticality /C + 1. By universality, they must both describe the same 
C’l'r at that critical point (For S = 1/2 and I, we know Irom earlier works that CFT with 
( -  1/2 and 7/10 are obtained |3, 27-29].
We can find an equation for the line A by a perturbative expansion'in small 7  (This 
IS analogous to a low temperature exptinsion in sUitisUcal mechanics). Along tliat line in the 
phase diagram, we study how the expectation value m (y) in a given phase m approaches 
zero. By applying a simple ratio test, we estimate the location of tlie critical point P (For 
illustrative purposes, we will present the phase diagrams for spin- 1  and spm-3/2). Finally, 
we argue that it is consistent for the S  —> limit to reduce to a tree massless boson at
criticality.
At the beginning the line A where 7 = 0 , all the K + 1 stales have zero energy. In 
any suite w, excitations consist of one or more .spins differing from rn. Using Raylcigh- 
Schrddinger perturbation theory, we determine how the ground suite energies E (m, 7 , Z/2 n) 
change with increasing 7 , and how the must be adjusted so that E{m, 7 , <?2n) ^^ a^y 
continue to remain independent of m. We take S to be arbitrary in our calculations and keep
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all the fl2„'s from n =1 to For any particular S, we can then truncate to the first [S] a2„'s 
by using the fact that S^" for n > [5J can be expressed in terms of the first [51 powers o( 
S^  and the unit matrix /.
To order -f, we discover that only 02 and 04 need to be changed from zero, that is.
«2 ]
^ = “ 96 r  ( 8 )
fi can be shown in general that the scries expansion for U2n begins at order This will 
prove to be important later.
The line A = (y, '^2n (/))  is actually a first order transition line on which K  i 
different phases coexist. Take S =1 for example. The Hamiltonian in (7) is a particular case 
of the Blume-Emcry-Griffiths model [29], which is known to have a tricritical point 
(realising a CFT with c = 7/10). Figure 1 exhibits the phase diagram. In the ordered region 
0  lying below the line A, the phases ni = 1 and -  1 coexist with <S  ^ > > 0 and < 0
(0,0)
Figure 1. Phase diagram of ihe spin- 1  model llie dashed and solid lines A and B  indicate hnrv 
of first order and second order transitions respectively. O  and D  denote ordered and disordered 
regimes. P  is a tncritical point.
respectively. Above A, the disordered ground slate D has <5  ^> = 0. As A approaches the 
tricritical point P, the values of <5, > in the phases m = ± 1 go to zero. The solid line B in 
the figure is a line of second order phase uansition points of the usual Ising type (a CFl 
with c = 1/2). Ref. [29] numerically estimates the coordinates of P to be (0.416, -  0.090) 
which is consistent with eq. (8). As another example, the S = 3p. phase diagram is shown 
in Figure 2. This has two ordered phases Oj and Oj. In Oj, the phases m = ± 3/2 coexist 
while in 02,m=^± 1/2 coexist. At the point P, all four phases coalesce to produce a CFT 
with c = 4/5.
The phase diagrams become increasingly complicated as 5 increases. The multicritical 
point P always lies at an intersection of the first order line A and several second order
mirfaces. Although the complete phase diagram is hard to visualise as we will sec
later that the model becomes quite simple exactly at P.
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rijjure 2. Phase dia|’,raT7i lor  spin-V2 Theic 4m- lwc» ordered refpme> and U and iw o  
second order iransiiion lines and B 2 P  is a muliicntical poinl
We now consider llic cxpectxition value >• (-)nc could study this in any one ol the 
K + 1 phases distinguished by m. Following Refs. 1 11 and [231 and usirur the expansion in 
(8 ), we find m to order y .
m (y)
m {oj = 1 0
4^ r  12 e / c ^  IX ' 7 2 i n7 [  5 (5 -h 1) m -h
We now apply a ratio lest to determine the critical point y and an exponeni fi We assume
 ^ \  41 -  ^  j and expand the laller lo order y . A coinpansonitiat m {y)/m (0 ) fits the formula 
with (9) yields two cc|uaiions for and p. These give
,f7 -  I 5 (5 + 1) -  A« ] +^ (H9
and p  = y^/2 (Note that for S ~ 1 / 2  and rn = ± 1 /2 , these values of y  and p  agree with the 
exact results 11 ,23j). Unfortunately, tlie estimate for y in (10) depends on ihe variable m. 
Since we arc eventually interested in the infinite S limit and want results which arc 
independent of S in that limit, we should consider values of m much smaller than S, Wc 
thus get y^  -  However, this value should not be taken too seriously because we
only used two terms (the minimum number necessary) m order to apply tlie ratio test 7'he 
only information we can perhaps extract with some confidence from the above is that y -  
US as 5 oo. Since U2n starts with it is then reasonable to suppose that upn ~ S It 
IS, of course, necessary to go to higher orders in perturbation theory to check if these 
conjectures are true.
Now we do a spin wave analysis at large S [24-261. At S the conliguration ol 
spins can be viewed classically to lowest order in 1/5. Since S is absent in (7), the ground
4A (17)
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Slate must have all the spins lying in the (3c,z ) plane. At 7 = 0, the spins all point in the 
same direction and the ground state energy is zero regardless of that direction. As the 
magnetic field increases, the spins start tilling towards the negative i-direction. At 7 , they 
all have the classical values (5„ Sy, 5i) = (-  S,  0,0).
To the next order in 1/5, the operators Sy and 5j undergo quantum fluctuations about 
zero. To quantify this, we perform the HP U'ansformation at each site.
5, + /5 ,  = a* (25 -A /)’'^
5  ^+ /5 ,  = ( 2 S - N y %
5, = ~S + N (11)
where = 1 and N is ihc number operator a. We expand (11) for large S and keep
only the lowest order terms. On defining the canonically conjugate variables q = (a
a )  and p + r/^), we find that
Six = - 5 -  2 2 + Pi ) ( 12 )
whore [q„Pj] -  i S,j.
* 1For S oo^  let US take y = aS where a  is a positive constant of order 1, and 
Then (7) reduces to
flQ = 0 + S{q , -  q, (13)
where higher order terms in 1/5 and a constant have been dropped. On Fourier transforming, 
we obuiin the spin wave spectrum
(o (k) -  I sin ^ I (14)
where tlie momentum k lies in the range l-;r, ;r J. In the continuum limit 0, this is the 
rclaiivisiic dispersion for a free massless boson with “velocity” v = If we identify 0(^ 
x) with 5,2 = V5, we see that (5,^  -  5, + i z) in (7) becomes (e?,0)^'in the continuum limit.
The kinetic term = ap^S  ^ comes from the magnetic field operator yS^J,.
3. SU(3) quantum chains
We now briefly discuss how the spin chain Hamiltonian can be set up for the case of 
SU(3), We will consider the symmetric representations of SU(3) since we know the HP 
transformation for only these at the moment. Such a repre.sentation is denoted by (Ky 0)
where K is a  positive integer, and its dimensionality is d (/f) = ^ {K + 1) (K + 2). In the
weight diagram, these d (K) points form an equilateral triangle of side 2K. In Figure 3, we 
show the = 2 representation for illustration. The two-way arrows marked 1, 2 iind 3 
denote the directions along which the ladder operators £,^, /?2± and move the six 
points. The quadratic Casimir invariant is given by
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Ck = + 2^^  + 2 X  [Ea+ , Ea ] = J K {K + ?i) (15)
Figure 3. Tlic 6 rcprcscniaiion of SU(3). S i and .S’ 2  generate the Cartan subalgebra Ibc arrows 
marked 1, 2 and 3 indicate the directions along which the three pairs of ladder opcraiois , au
The obvious generalisation of Section 2 is to consider a chain with a spin lying in 
the (K, 0) representation of SU(3) sitting at each site. As pointed oul in Section I» the 
operators T in (5), + ^ 2^  and ft, = .S’2^  ~ Weyi invariant. So a
candidate quantum Hamiltonian is
/ ^ e  =  X  [I *• \  2 - 5 - 1 . 2) "  + P  (« ,... P .S ) ] ( 16)
where P (a^, /JJ is a polynomial in and As before, wc can argue on grounds of 
symmetry and universality that a CFT with c given in (2) will emerge at the d (/(')-foId 
multicritical point of the above model.
For^T = 1 (the fundamental representation denoted by 3), has the same value for 
each of the three possible states, as does /3,. Hence the polynomial P  ( « „  P J  can be drop|x^d 
(we ignored a polynomial in 5^  ^ in (6) for spin-1/2 for the same reason). The remaining 
pieces in !Iq precisely give the quantum Hamiltonian of the three-state Potts model [30|. At 
7= 0, this has three phases denoted by three points in a plane (0i, 02). As y increases to 
a critical value y = 2/3, these points converge to the origin (0, 0) where a c = 4/5 CFT 
resides.
For any value of ^  > 1, the polynomial P (a^, Av) will have a finite degree. The
degree must be such that there are a sufficient number of adjustable parameters to allow d 
(K) phases to simultaneously have the same ground state energy. Finally, one can again 
argue that a theory of two massless bosons results in the limit K oo. For this purpose, 
the Holstcin-Primakoff transformation from the eight generators of SU{3) to two 
independent pairs of bosonic creation and annihilation operators are required [21]. We then 
transform from these to the canonically conjugate operators q and p. Assuming that the 
polynomial interaction P (a^, /3f) can be ignored as (just as we did for SU(2) m
Section 2), we eventually find that eq. (16) reduces to
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Ho = S [ 2 ^ ,3 + 1. I
In the continuum limit, relativistic dispersion relations for two massless bosons follow with
the “velocity” w = [4A' 7 ] 
Ginzburg hamillonian
1 / 2 In appropriately scaled units, (17) leads to the Landau-
n  = l  \ idx<t>2f] (IS)
where V, I = <l>\ (t, jr) and 2 = <t>2 it,x).
4. Outlook
7’he analysis in this work can be generalised in several ways. One can study the symmetric 
representations of the higher SU(N) almost immediately since the HP transformation can be 
etisily extended to these. HP U'ansformations for other representations of either SU(3) or the 
higher SU(N) arc however not known to me.
G X G
One may then ask whether cosel models of the form  ^ can be studied m a
t 1
similar way for other Lie groups G. Suppose that we are only interested in the infinite K 
limit (which may correspond to representations of G which grow large in a particulai 
manner). Then the central charge tends to c (C/j). If a LGZ description in terms of rank (G)
free massless scalar fields is to be valid in that limit, one must have
c(G :) = rank (G) (19)
This equality holds only for the groups = SV{N + 1), = SO(2A0 and (with N =
6, 7 and 8). We may therefore consider generalising our analysis to various representations 
of these groups. For this purpose, it would certainly be useful to construct the appropriate 
HP transformations.
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